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ki, f _~- o ate epartment of Energy's (DOE's)
emergency prepar~e.~ie. Effort wva the Energy Emergency ilanning
Guide. This guide was merely a list of proposed measures that
might be taken at Federal, State, or local levels, and not all
of these measures were feasible. DOE's response to the coal
strike of 1977-78 involved two hastily organized ad hoc" task
forces to manage possible shcrtages cf. coal and electricity. The
Departme concentrated on power supplies and failed to Lenitor
consumer costs adequately. Federal actions were a minor factor
in the management of the energy emergency, however. he ajor
factors in managing the emergency were the foresight &nd
planning of the electric utilities and the democnstrated
willingness and ability o the States to respond with minimal
Federal intervention. The Administration seriously overestiate
the impact of the strike on unemployment levels; access to data
that could clarify reasons for the overestiaation has been
withheld. inor improvement in the state cf preparedness of
Federal and State agencies involve somewhat better staffir.g,
revisions in the plnning guide, and the learning exper.ence of
the 1977-78 winter. The use of contractors has been greatly
expanded in current planning following the identificatic of
deficiencies in DOE's handling and mcnitoring of contractual
services for contingency planu::ng Te xp:;Led use of
contractors will require close monitoring to ensure satisfactory
performance. (RS)
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

We appreciate your invitation to appear before the Sub-

committee to discuss the review you asked us to carry out on

energy emergency contingency planning at the Federal and State

levels. We will be discussing our findings and conclusions in

the context of whether energy emergencies can b managed more

effectively.

Let me begin, Mr. Chairman, by summing up briefly the

major conclusions of our report, "Improved Energy Contingency

Planning Is Needed To Manage Future Energy Shortages More

Effectively." They are:

--The centerpiece of the Department of Energy's (DOE)

energy emergency preparedness effort was the Energy

Emergency Planning Guide. However, the Guide was

merely a list of proposed measures that might be

taken at Federal, State, or local levels. Not all

of those measures were feasible alternatives.



-- DOE's most effective response to the midwinter

coal strike of 1977-78 came from two hastely

organized "ad hoc" task forces to manage possible

shortages o coal and electricity. In concentrating

on power sipplies, however, DOE failed to monitor

consumer costs adequately.

-- Federal actions were a miner factor in the relatively

successful management of the energy emergency.

The two major factors were

--the foresight and planning of the electric

utilities, and

-- the demonstrated willingness and ability

of the States to respond with minimal

Federal intervention.

--The Administration, for reasons which are unclear,

seriously overestimated the impact of the strike on

unemployment levels. Access to Council of Economic

Advisor's (CEA) data that could clarify the reasons

has been withheld.

--Except for minor improvements, most Federal and State

ayencies will face this coming winter in about the

same state of preparedness as last year. These

changes include somewhat better staffing, revisions

in the Planning Guide, and the learning experience

of last winter.
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-- There were deficiencies in DOE's handling and

monitoring of contractual services for contingency

planning. The use of contractors has been greatly

expanded in current planning, and will require close

monitoLing to ensure satisfactory performance.

Mr. Chairman, I will discuss each of these points in a

little more detail, and then conclude with our recommendations.

ENERGY EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS - 1977-78

In the early summer of 1977, the Federal Energy Admini-

stration was giving top priority to planning for emergency

conditions which might result from energy shortages during

the 1977-78 winter. Ar. Interagency Task Force was established

to develop energy emergency contingency plans and to prepare

initiatives for any needed legislation, but the actual

planning effort was delegated to a seven member working

group of FEA officials.

DOE's Planning Guide

The major product of this contingency planning effort was

the Energy Emergency Planning Guide: Winter of 1977-78, issued

by the newly formed DOE. This Planning Guide was not the

product originally envisioned. Instead of a contingency plan

with specific programs to be implemented at certain stages of

an emergency, the Planning Guide simply listed proposed measures

that might be taken at Federal, State, or local levels prior to,

or in the event of, an energy emergency. The Guide fixed no

responsibilities for monitoring these actions or for assessing
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and reporting on the progress being made in their implementation.

Furthermore, some of the listed emergency measures were

dependent on congressional approval of a National Energy Act

or other specific legislation. When these legislative measures

were not approved, the emergency actions could not be taken.

The Guide contained no alternative actions to cope with such

potential problems.

There were other measures specified in the Planning Guide

which could not be readily implemented, such as: facilitating

increased imports of natural gas, securing legal authority for

mandatory Federal and State measures, and implementing energy

information systems. These kinds of measures take time to

develop, which means they are generally not applicable as

short-term solutions to immediate problems. The cision to

include these measures in the Guide appears to be due to the

lack of technical expertise in the work group responsible for

the Guide

DOE's Energy Emergency Center

Only a few of the proposed measures for Federal or State

actions were actually undertaken or completed, including those

within DOE. One of the more successful pre-emergency measures

was the establishment of DOE's Energyc Emergency Cernter. The

Center--an energy information and communication "clearing house"

between Federal, State, and local government agencies--opened on

December 1, 1977, as scheduled. The Center's effectiveness was

minimized for seveL i weeks, however, because it was housed in
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temporary quarters, had mostly untrained staff, minimal equip-

ment, and no operating procedures. s the winter progressed,

these problems were resolved and the Center was useful in

serving as a central information point for energy data. Some

State officials were critical of the accuracy and timeliness

of the data sent to them from the Center. But, they generally

viewed the Center operations favorably as a single reference

point within the Federal sector during emergency situations.

State Plans

Most of the States we visited had developed, to some extent,

contingency plans to meet their perceived needs Most of these

plans, however, were not complete enough to send to DOE at the

beginning of the winter. DOE officials thus could no.- assess

their adequacy and work with the States to coordinate proposed

'ederal and State actions. Some of he States relied on

disaster relief plans. Because contingency plans for energy

emergencies are sufficiently different from disaster plans, we

believe they should be considered separately, and closely

coordinated with Federal contingency plans.

Industry's Contingency Meadires

The most impressive pre-emergency actions to minimize the

effects of the impending coal strike were taken by the electric

utility companies. On their own volition, and long before

serious efforts were undertaken by Federal officials, the

utilities began to build up their coal inventories to record

heights.
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ASSESSMENT OF DOE'S EMERGENCY ACTIONS

When coal shortages reached a point where they appeared

to jeopardize the electric utilitiies' ability to continue

meeting power demands, DOE reacted by forming two "ad hoc" task

forces to manage possible shortages of electricity and coal.

The use of such task forces was not included in the Planning

Guide, yet it was probably the best method of obtaining a quick

assessment of the unfolding problems. DOE's failure to assign

high-level responsibility for energy emergency contingency

planning probably accounts for the hurried implementation of

the "ad hoc" task forces.

Although the performance of these task forces was generally

adequate under the circumstances, we believe that major benefits,

in terms of improved Federal credibility and reduced economic

costs, could have been achieved through better planning. For

example, the electric power task force was concerned only 4 th

generating and cransmittig power to where it was needed and not

with the costs that were incurred by the utilities and passed

on to their customers. Because of this lack of cost monitoring,

allegations have been made that consumers were charged

excessive prices and FERC has had to conduct an extensive

post-strike audit of utility costs and charges. This audit is

not only costly to both the GoveL'nment and the utilities but

also raises questions of industry credibility during energy

emergencies.
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DOE did make a positive contribution to the management of

the emergency by using government personnel familiar with

energy industry operations on the task forces. They were able

to develop the effective "ad hoc" system of monitoring energy

supplies and provide this information to high level decision

makers. DOE's ability to accurately assess the energy supply

situation during the winter was probably the direct result of

the input of the ad hoc" task forces, and probably led to the

government's decision, which we believe was correct, to maintain

a honds-off" posture during the energy emergency. Most utility

and State personnel we talked to approved of the government's

maintaining a low profile. It appears that DOE plans to

continue this "hands-off" approach, but with a refinement of

the process. Based on our brief review of the revised Planning

Guide, for example, it appears that the roles to be played by

responsible DOE officials will be better defined.

As effective as the task forces proved to be, we belie'e

that they would have been more effective if they had been

provided for in the Planning Guide. If so, the task forces

could have been (1) already formed, (2) told what their goals

were so that methods to achieve them could have been formulated,

and (3) been involved earlier in an active program to cultivate

industry contacts for emergency coordination with DOE during

the winter.
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ASSESSMENT OF INDUSTRY AND STATE ACTIONS

Two major factors contributed to the relatively successful

management of last winter's energy emergency. One factor was

the foresight and planning involved in the electric utilities'

coal-stockpiling, coupled with the extensive interconnections

of the affected area's electrical generation and transmission

system. The other factor w'-s the demonstrated willingness and

ability of the States to respond to energy emergencies with

minimal Federal intervention. These factors probably overshadow

all te planning and energy management activities of DOE before,

during, and after last winter's energy shortage. We have seen

nothing that would change this view for similar energy

emergencies in the future.

THE VALIDITY AND USE OF
UNEMPLOYMENT DATA IS QUESTIONABLE

An increase in unemployment levels was a possible major

economic consequence of a lengthy coal strike. Two basic methods

were used by Federal agencies to track these levels. One method

used direct contacts with affected business concerns to assess

the actual unemployment levels. The other method used a computer

analysis of anticipated actions to determine the consequences

under various scenarios.

The direct survey method, as carried out during the past win-

ter by he Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), showed a relatively

small number of workers unemployed for strike-relateC reasons

in the States comprising the East Central Area Reliability
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Coordination Agreement region. BLS weekly surveys found that

out of a workforce of about 14 million, weekly unemployment

ranged from 9,500 to 25,500. One factor that may have con-

tributed to this low figure was the increasing deliveries of

coal during February and March 1978.

The computer model, developed jointly by DOE, BLS, and the

Council of conomic Advisors (CEA), showed a "best case" pro-

jection of unemployment amounting to abote 27 .000--a figure

comparable to the maximum unemployment level reported by BLS.

The model also showed a "worst case" estimate of 3.5 million

unemployed in the East Central region by mid-April 1978, under

the assumptions that coal deliveries would fall to their low

point of 300,000 tons per week and State curtailment plans for

electric power would be imposed.

We were told by CEN officials that these estimates resulted

because the computer model made a direct linkage between

unemployment and coal deliveries. Other Government officials,

however, told us that no reliable causal relationship can

accurately be established between energy curtailments resulting

from diminished codl deliveries and numbers of workers

unemployed.

For reasons we could not determine, the Administration

elected to use the computer-generated "worst case" scenario of

3.5 million workers unemployed, both in the public media

announcements and in support of the Taft-Hartley injunction.

As you are aware, Mr. Chairman, we have had a series of delays
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in obtaining documentation on this matter from CEA. They did

provide some of the data we requested, but it was not received

until after our audit work was completed and the report was

ready for issue. However, the key information we needed on

CEA's analysis of the computer projections was not provided.

We therefore could not determine the rationale for the Admini-

stration's use of the "worst case" scenario.

We were provided copies of data by DOE that had been given

to Administration officials during the winter. These data con-

cerned the upward trend in coal deliveries, the extent of oower

transfers, the results of curtailing industrial users 15-25

percent, and related documents on unemployment statistics.

This information was all supportive of the BLS survey findings.

We do not believe the Administration acted as prudently as

it could have, given the wide range of information it had avail-

able to it. We believe that, as a minimum, the Administration

shoul" have informed the public as to the actual unemployment

and coal de±ivery levels, various projections of unemployment

given differing assumptions, and the probability of these

unemployment levels actually occurring. In contrast, however,

it appears that the credibility ap regarding energy information

has been widened. This could make it difficult to obtain public

cooperation in future energy emergencies which may be more

severe. We believe that in the Government's dealings with the

public its goals will best be served if such information is

presented candidly and forthrightly.
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In your request for our testimony, Mr. Chairman, you

specifically asked that I be accompanied by GAO's Office of

General Counsel to address our reaction to the Justice Department

memo of August 31, 1978. Our Office of General Counsel his

prepared a statement for the record which Mr. Wray will briefly

summarize at the end of my statement.

THE USE OF CONTRACTORS

DOE used contractual ervices amounting to nearly $200,000

to assist the working gr. .p in preparing the Planning Guide and

in implementing some of the pre-emergency measures. The results

of these contracts were mixed. Some contractors achieved their

objective--such as the completion of the Planning Guide itself.

Other contractors produced products, however, that were either

not timely cr not useable. In at least one case, the delay was

in DOE's contract processing procedures uring the reorganization.

This, for example, held up the production of the Energy Handbook

to complement the Planning Guide. This was especially unfor-

tunate, since the Handbook appeared to us o be potentially more

useful than the Planning Guide. In another example--involving

the development of procedural guidelines for the Emergency

Center--the lack of contractor monitoring by knowledgeable DOE

staff probably contributed to poor contractor performance. In

this cage, however, we believe DOE should have been able to

develop these guidelines without contractor assistance.

DOE is continuing to use contractual services in its

on-going emergency Preparedness planning activitr--. in
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addition to the $7.5 million budgeted in FY 79 for the develop-

ment of the Energy Emergency Management Information System,

contracts amounting t about $2 million have been signed for at

least eight separate projects. We are concerned about:

--The contract costs.

-- The complexities of work envisioned.

--The need for such extensive contracting services in

view of the improved capabilities of State agencies

to handle emergency situations.

-- The ability of DOE to effectively monitor these

contracts in view of the relatively few prsonnel DOE

has assigned to the emergency preparedness effort.

These concerns raise questions as to how effective and how

necessary, these contracting efforts will be i1n helping DOE

to discharge its contingency planning responsibilities.

CURRENT EFFORTS TO IMPROVE
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

Although the Nation managed to get through the winter's

energy emergency without widespread disruptions, there were

several areas where deficiencies existed and where corrective

actions were needed. While some of the deficiencies can be

corrected by DOE actions, most of the required actions will

require the close cooperation of Federal and State agencies

as well as the enermy industries.

The need for improving energy emergency preparedness has

been recognized and efforts to bring about these improvements

at the Federal and State levels have been on-going through the
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months following the coal strike settlement. However, except

for a revised Planning Guide at DOE and the benefit of

experiences gained during the past winter, most Federal and

State agencies will face this coming winter in about the

same state of preparedness as existed for the 1977-7d winter.

Because of last winter's learning experience, State and electric

utility industry officials should have a greater degree of

confidence in their ability to manage future energy shortages.

They recognize, however, that they need Federal assistance in

certain areas, such as improved data management and coordination

of emergency operating plans and procedures.

DOE's current planning efforts are concentrated principally

in (1) developing the Energy Emergency Management Information

System, (2) revising the Energy Emergency Planning Guide, (3)

reorganizing the Energy Emergency Center, and (4) improving the

coordination between State and Federal agencies.

The Management Information System

The Management Information System project has required

extensive groundwork. Staffing, which has been minimal, has

recently been expanded. A the present time it consists of

the Director, three staff members detailed from other DOE

components, and a secretary. If the objectives of the System

are attained, it could be a very useful source of information,

particularly as it related to energy emergencies.

Revisions to the Plannina Guide

The revisions to the Planning Guide appear to have enhanced

its usefulness to potential users, but it still remains a
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reference document rather than an actual plan. We believe that

DOE still needs to take the lead in coordinating and monitoring

Federal energy emergency actions. Specific responsibilities

need to be assigned for proposed actions. The best use of task

forces needs to be determined, and decisions need to be made

in advance of the organization, assignment of responsibilities,

and staffing of the task forces. We also believe a single

responsible high level administrator needs to be designated to

coordinate emergency preparedness planning and have authority

to order the implementation of the various Federal actions

needed regardless of the agency involved.

Improvements in the Energy Emergency Center

Improvements in the Energy Emergency Center operations are

needed and have been recognized by responsible officials.

Proposed changes include coordinating a number of separate

activities and upgrading the facilities and equipment within

the Center. An imprcved data management system which is

currently being incorporated into Center operations sould also

help overcome previous complaints about the accuracy and timeli-

ness of information sent out from the Center during the past

winter.

Coordination of Emergency Plans

The coordination of Federal, State, local, and industry

emergency preparedness plans remains one of DOE's major un-

resolved problems. We found that some States maintained a

provincial attitude towards electricity produced within their
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own borders, even though such electric power was a vital seg-

ment of the total electrical energy needs of a neighboring

State. The interstate and regional environment in which many

of the energy industries operate make it imperative that

contingency planning encompass more than an individual State

or locality. Responsible officials at all levels have recognized

this need and DOE has devit.e a share of its resources to

improving this coordination.

Most of this coordination effort will take 1 to 3 years to

complete. We beleive that discussions with knowledgeable

Federal, State, and industry officials need to be on-going to

identify past problem areas and seek mutually agreed-on solutions

for the immediate future. DOE should be initiating discussions

with State agency officials on ways to remov barriers to

regional planning within the context of meeting individual State

needs and encouraging the States to work together to achieve

compatible contingency and energy curtailment plans.

We believe that because DOE did not have early access to

State contingency plans, it did not have a good understanding

of how States were prepared to manage energy shortages. Had

DOE been more aggressive in obtaining and analyzing these plans,

we believe that some regional supply problems may have been

avoided. DOE proposes to improve this situation through the use

of contractual assistance. We believe that DOE should look to

its own staff to develop strategies and plans for improvement.
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We believe that such Federal-State coordination should be

encouraged and expanded as necessary and if it is, many of the

prior problems will be greatly reduced if future energy

shortages should occur.

RECOMMENDATIONS

To ensure that DOE's efforts are properly directed and

managed, we have recommended to the Secretary that at the Federal

level, an interagency energy emergency agreement be developel

which would designate the actions that can be taken, how they

would be taken, and who has the responsibility and authority

to take them.

We have also ecommended that DOE's current planning proces

be critically reviewed to ensure that:

-- Only those needs that cannot be met by State and

industries be considered.

-- Proposed emergency actions involving the energy

industries are approved by energy technical

specialists.

--The Planning Guide is revised to contiin (1)

sufficient details on Federal programs and

assistance to make it more useful, (2) proposed

actions that can be realistically implemented,

and (3) wherever possible, specific plans of

action.

-- The development of the Energy Emergency Management

Information System be given top priority.
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To minimize poor contractor performance, we have concluded

that OE needs to critically evaluate its current contingency

planning efforts to insure that all current programs are

necessary and properly staffed. We have specifically recommended

that the Secretary, DOE, more closely monitor the contractual

services used in the energy contingency planning process so that

the results of such services are both timely and useful.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my prepared statement on the

findings and recommendations contained in our report. You also

asked that we comment on a number of issues relates to DOE's

emergency preparedness planning that were raised in our report

and in a report prepared by DOE's Inspector General on the same

topic. In response to that request, we are submitting a separate

detailed statement for the record. We will be happy to answer

any questions you may have.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

At your request we are submitting this detailed statement for the

record covering our response to questions included in your letter of

invittion to appear before the Subcomm'ttee. On the questions that

concerned matters we did not specifically cover during our review, we

have provided, where applicable, comments based only on our general

observations. On other questions, we have provided the detailed

information requested.

USE OF CONTRACTORS BY DOE IN
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS ACTIVITIES

DOE used four different contractors and five contracts to assist

the energy emergency planning staff in developing and publishing the

Energy Emergency Planning Gide: Winter of 1977-78 and to implement some

of the measures proposed in the Guide. A listing of these five contracts

with costs, contract objectives, and contract status is given in Appendix I.

Four of the contracts were completed, with the National Oceanography and

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) contract continuing until January 1979.



Although each contractor fulfilled the contract requirements, not

all of the products proved to be useful, or were used, by the DOE staff

in the emergency planning effort. A brief summary of each contract

follows.

The contract awarded to the American Management Systems, Inc. (AMS)

was the largest in terms of cost. It wae issued to AMS without bid

becaus,.. of the time constraints under which DOE's emergency planning group

were working and because of AMS's prior work with FEA and their

extensive experience in the energy field. The contract was (1) to provide

assistance to the planning group in developing the Energy Emergency

Planning Guide. (2) design the Energy Emergency Center (EEC), and (3)

develop operating procedures for the Center.

Because of the press of time to get the Planning Guide published,

AMS subcontracted with Price, Waterhouse, Inc. to develop the Center's

design and operating procedures. AMS completed its work on the Planning

Guide in Novelrer 1977.

Price, Waterhouse worked with the DOE staff to develop the policy

on how the Center should be set up and then drafted a set of operating

procedures to be used by the Center personnel when it was activated.

For reasons we could not determine, the DOE staff made no use of these

operating procedures when the Center was opened on December 1, 1977. The

Center Director told us that she was generally unaware of what Price,

Waterhouse personnel had been doing although the management of the

Center was her responsibility. As a result of not using the contractor-developed

procedures, the Center opened without any written guidelines for its

organization and operation making it less effective than it might have

been.
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An important corollary to the Winter Emergency Planning Guide was

a props)ed handbook on Federal assistance uring energy emergencies.

This handbook was designed to trigger the initial actions by State or

industry officials in seeking Federal assistance. To be useful, the

handbook was required to be available by December 1, 1977; therefore

DOE believed noncompetitive procurement was justified.

The proposed contract with Jack Faucett Associates was initiated

prior to the close of FY 1977. Because of the heavy workload of the

FEA contracting office at that time, the contract was not finalized and

was carried over into FY 1978. According to DOE officials responsible

for developing the Planning Guide, the contract was caught up in DOE's

contract review procedure following its organization on October 1, 1977,

and was not approved until after November 8, 1977.

The contractor completed a first draft of the handbook on December 9,

1977, and a final draft was provided on January 10, 1978. Twenty-five

copies of the handbook and the reproducible master were provided to DOE

in late January in compliance with the contract.

The Director of the Energy Emergency Center said that the DOE

reorganization had tied up personnel needed to arrange for the

distribution of the handbook. Since its distribution would be delayed

until the winter was nearly gone, DOE saw no need,tc finish the project

and no final copies of the handbook were published and issued.

We reviewed the draft copie - of the handbook and elieve it would

have been of more use to State and Inaustry officials then the Planning

Guide. It was designed to be easily updated making it a useful reference
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document in the future as well as for the 1977-78 winter. We are not

aware of any plans for the handbook, or something similar, to be

prepared for the 1978-79 winter as a complement to the revised Planning

Guide.

We id not specifically assess the use of contractors as a viable

way of preparing for, and carrying out, emergency functions. Our

observations of DOE's experience with contractors during the 1977-78 emergency

preparedness effort, however, leads us to the conclusion that there is

considerable uncertainty attached to obtaining a useful and timely

product from such contracts.

Actions taken to deal with emergencies or emergency preparedness usually

require a quick response time, and DOE's efforts during the p anning phase

for the 1977-78 winter was no exception. A quick response xequires the

contracting agency to expedite the contracting process, thereby limiting

the time agency personnel can spend writing adequate specifications and

soliciting bids to keep the cost down. Any delays in the contracting

process further limits the time allowed for contract performance. The

result is--as was evidenced in some cases during the past winter--a product

that is no longer needed because it is received too late. It may also

result in a poorly prepared product that has limited usefulness.

We conclude that although contracting may be a viable way to

accomplish a project, the responsibility rests on the contracting

individual or agency to (1) determine the need f6r the product, (2)

determine whether specifications can be prepared that clearly delineate

the required end product, (3) provide adequite monitoring to insure that
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the end product will be produced according to the specifications, and

(4) assess the trade-offs of doing the work with agency personnel.

DOE is continuing to use contractual services in its on-going

emergency preparedness planning activities. Contracts amounting to

about $2 million have been authorized for at least eight separate

projects, (Appendix II).

COORDINATION OF EMERGENCY PLANNING

Our review did not specifically cover the .:;.e of coordination as

did DOE's Inspector General report. During our eview of DOE's efforts

to develop the Planning Guide and manage the emergency caused by the coal

strike it was apparent that while parts of the program may have been

organized and coordinated with other groups, the total effort lac,.ed a

sense of direction and certainly lacked a designation of rsponsibility

and authority.

Aside from the interagency coordination which mus be directed from

the top levels of all agencies, the diversity of DOE's internal efforts

to plan for and manage energy emergencies of all kinds requires strong

central direction and authority. We would agree with the Inspector General's

position that "...the complexity of energy problems and the importance of

emergency planning in this area makes the need for a full-time DOE

emergency coordinator with a full-time staff inevitable. Such a coordinator

mus' have the overriding authority to insure consistency and common

direction in the emergency preparedness planning of the individual offices."

We do not believe that DOE's actions in dividing this responsibility

and placing it on officials in a staff position within the Department

will meet the need expressed by the Inspector General's report and that

we observed exists in DOE.
5



COMMENTS ON THE INSPECTOR GENERAL'S REPORT

We have reviewed the findings developed by the Inspector General's

office in relation to the results of our audit work. 
In those areas

that were covered by both audits, we find general agreement 
between the

two reports. The differences that we noted could generally be attributed

to the differences in the time periods covered by each audit. 
Tle

Inspector General's audit was essentially completed by mid-June 
and our

audit extended to early September 1978.

We have looked closely at the Inspector General's findings 
numbered

3 and 7 from their legal perspective. We have also cratacted DOE's

General Counsel and were told that they have rendered 
opinions on the

matters cited--the potential conflict of interest with industry

personnel serving without pay on Federal emergency task forces 
and the matter

of DOE releasing proprietary data to State agencies. These opinions will

be provided to the Subcommittee at the hearing on November 
17, 1978.

In view of this action by DOE, we have chosen not to comment 
ou these

two findings. If DOE's response at the hearing is not satisfactory, we

can discuss the possibility of providing our comments at a 
later time.

6



ECONOMIC IMPACT OF THE
ENERGY EMERGENCY

In its attempt to assess the possible consequences of the coal

strike on unemployment levels, the Council of Economic Advisors,

(CEA), in conjunction with DOE and Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)

officials, developed a computer model to analyze a number of variables

that were assumed to be relevant to the economic effects of the coal

strike. The results of these analyses were "best" and "worst" case

scenarios showing. possible unemployment levels ranging from a low of 27,000

unemployed workers in the EAR region--given increased coal deliveries

in March/April--to a high of 3.5 million unemployed workers--if coal

deliveries fell to 300,000 tons per week and State energy curtailment

plans were implemented.

We attempted to obtain all the information available regarding

these unemployment estimates frown the CEA staff so that we could better

analyze the rationale for the use of the "worst" case scenario by the

Administration. CEA initially rejected our request for the data we felt

was necessary to do this analysis, but later did provide some general data

on the computer model, assumptions used, and samples of the models output.

The documents provided did not met our needs, and as a consequence, we

were limited in responding to the Congressional request or this analysis.

7



The following discussion briefly outlines (i) our efforts to obtain

the necessary data, (2) our evaluation of the data that was finally

p ' ided to us, (3) our evaluation of the usefulness of a computer

ri, in these kinds of iuations, and (4) our assessment of the

Administration's use of the unemployment estimacs produced by the

computer model.

GAO efforts to obta, computer model data

Our initial efforts to obtain information n the development and

use of the Admiriltration's unemployment estimates resulting from the

coal strike led us to various officials in Commerce, FERC, DOE, and

CIA. Everyone admitted to some knowledge of the estimates but no one

had the kind of documentation we were looking for, ie., a description

of the model, the assumptions used and their basis, the variables in-

corporated into the model, and an analysis of the output. The EIA

staff had attempted to develop a computer model for forecasting unemploy-

ment levels but the results were determined to be too subjective, jud-

mental, and with too many errors to represent valid estimates. After some

delay in responding to our request for copies of documents on the EIA

model, we were finally referred to CEA as the repository of all the

information we had been looking for.

In late June, 1978, therefore, we met with a CEA official who had

been active in developing the CEA computer model. He explained how

CEA got involved in developing the model, the variables used (coal supplies,

deliveries,bur-n rates, curtailment levels, and unemployment levels), and

8



where they obtained the data (curtailment schedule of utilities from

DOE, unemployment data from BLS, and coal deliveries from EIA). CEA

said the coal delivery data was the most critical but was of very low

quality. However, it was all they had so it was used. ,,] additional

bit of data CEA had as the minimal economic effect on inJustry and

commercial concerns in Indiana of electric power curtailments which

ranged from 15-25 percent.

A number of computer runs were made with the model. By changing the

variables on each run,the model showed that with coal deliveries at

300,000 tons per week unemployment would start to become a serious

problem in late March. At 600,000 tons per week, problems would

begin in April and at 900,000 tons per week there would be no

serious unemployment. When the use of the Taft-Hartley provision

became likely, the administration had to make policy decision on which

estimate to use. CEA chose to recommend to the Administration the

"pessimistic" projection because:

--Coal deliveries were increasing, and consumption was decreasing.

This was offset, however, by the historical perspective that

violence was usually associated with similar strike actions, nd

if violence did occur, coal deliveries might diminish to the low

point of 300,000 tons a week or less.

--The disjointed posture of the United Mine Workers' union did not

appear to lend itself to early resolution of the strike issues.

9



--The validity of coal source information was questionable and

the reliability of continued coal supply was doubtful.

--The outlook for an occurrence of the worst" case scenario

appeared to outweigh the possibility of the "best" case scenario

actually happening.

The CEA official said he would provide us conies of memos sent

to EIA explaining the model, but could not provide copies of memos

from CEA to the DOE Secretary. These would have to come from CEA's

Chief Economist.

In mid-July, after having had no success in obtaining documentation

on the model or copies of memos analyzing the computer output for the

Administration, we orally requested from another CEA official the following

documentati on:

--Memoranda from CEA explaining the model that was developed and all

the assunptions and variables involved.

--All the estimates made and updated by CEA based on the iformation

obtained from BLS and EIA.

--Memoranda from CEA to the White House transmitting the unemployment

estimate: and CEA's recommendations on which estimates should be

made publi ..

We were later told by the CEA official we would have to submit our

request in writing as there was some question about CEA providing this

documentation to GAO.

On July 28, 1978, we met with CEA officials, l.ludinq the Chief

Economist, and presented our formal written request. (See Appendix II)

10



At this meeting we indicated our concern that seemingly routine-type

data ws being withheld from us and reiterated our futile efforts during the

previous weeks to obtain the data. The CEA officials said that they would

be as expeditious as possible il satisfying our request but it would

require White House legal clearance.

Subsequent to our July 28, 1978, meeting the President's Deputy

Counsel questioied our authority for obtaining the requested data.

On August 11, 1978, GAO's General Counsel sent a letter to the Deputy

Counsel citing the statutory authority under which GAO claimed access

to the data. (Appendix IV).

On September 14, 1978, the Deputy Counsel wrote a letter to

GAO's General Counsel stating that "while we do not elieve that GAO

has the authority to obtain the information sought, officials of CEA

have agreeI on a voluntary basis to provide information concerning last

winter's coal strike." (Appendix V ). Included with this letter was

a Justice Department memorandum concerning our request. While the

White House used the memorandum in asserting GAO's lack of authority to

obtain the information sought, the Justice Department was equivocal in

supporting such a conclusion.

On September 25, 1978, the Special Assistant to the CEA Chairman

provided a staff sunmary of actions taken by CEA during the coal strike.

The suimmary described the development of the computer model and the

output that was utilized by CEA in evaluating potential economic disloca-

tions resulting from the coal strike. The summary also stated that



'We have prepared this material as a service to GAO and to the Congress.

However, our submission of this material should not be construed to

establish any precedent for future GAO requests for information from

the Council of Economic Advisors."

The summary provided a brief overview of the parameters and

assumptions which constituted the computer forecasting model. The

summary noted that "Attention is concentrated on the conservative

cases because they were most relevant in the government's planning

effort to protect the health, safety, and welfare of the population."

According to the summary the model consisted of the following "prudent

planning assumptions":

1. Effective coal stocks - As of 2/25 this figure was set at

15 million tons. This figure was a 30 percent discount of available

coal because of poor quality and bad location, and was supported by the

best judgement of DOE personnel most familiar with utility stocks.

2. Electricity Curtailment Plan - This was described as percentage cut-

backs in electricity output defined with rspect to normal daily coal con-

sumption. These plans roughly corresponded to the plans of utilities. in

the East Central region at tne time.

3. Coal Delieries into the East Central on - Normal coal consumption

averaged 2.8 million tons a week. The delivery figure was placed at

300,000 tons a week based on average weekly deliveries experienced prior

12



to the week of February 11, which generally ran between 300,000 and

:50,000 tons. Even though deliveries in the last weeks of February

jumped to 800,000 and 900,000 respectively, CEA claimed that prudent

planning required a lower figure because of possible aberrations in

the figures or the possibility of violence or other types of disruptions.

4. Noncoal Generation and Wheeled-in Power from other Regions -

This was assumed to be 10 pei-ent and 8 percent of normal electricity

consumption respectively' Actual figures in late February showed the

corresponding figures to be 13 percent and 14 percent, but the lower

estimates, which, according to CEA, were more consistent with prudent

planning, were utilized to account for noncoal outages becoming more

likely and the ability to import power from other regions declining

over an extended period of time.

Besides these brief descriptions, the CEA staff also provided samples

of actual computer runs of the model, with definitions of the terms used

in the runs. In addition to the sample runs, unemployment charts that

we had previously been seeking were provided. The final component

of CEA's submission was the affidavit of te Chairman of CEt which used

some of the model output in support of the request for an injunction under

Taft-Hartley.

13



GAO evaluation of the CEA-provided data

Although CEA's summary and related material were helpful in

describing its actions in developing the unemployment forecasts, much

of the information had already been obtained from other sources and

was reflected in our report. We did not receive the documentation that

would have allowed us to determine how CEA evaluated the computer output

in relation to other known data nor did we et copies of memoranda containina

CEA's recommendations on how te computer estimates should be used.

Consequently, a determination as to why it was felt necessary to hold to the

most conservative estimates and relay that position to the public, could

riot be made.

Usefulness of computer models in
emergency situations

We believe that the use of computer forecasting models can be

useful in emergency situations. When forecasts

of future events are needed,but the number of variables is too large to

be manually manipulated, the conputer is a useful tool to perform such

manipulations in a relatively short period of time.

14



It is obvious, however, that the output of a computer model

is no better than the data provided for analysis. Consequently, if the

forecasters have questions about the quality or validity of the available

data to be used, or cannot quantify some of the key variables, then it

would appear that the value of the output should be analyzed and assessed

for accuracy accnrdingly.

In our discussions with both CEA and other agency data specialists,

several factors that influenced the CEA model's reliability were brought

out that should have limited the Administration's reliance on the

unemployment estimates produced.

1. The direct causal link between coal deliveries and unemployment

is weak. It generally takes a nunber of adverse conditions

occurring together (bad weather, high curtailments, no alternate

fuels, etc.) to completely close a business. Problems occurring

one at a time c , usually be compensated for. Furthermore,

curtailments of power or fuel supplies to a business may result in

substitituing manpower for machines. Productivity would decrease,

however, and the model would sliow a proportionate increase in

unemployment when employment may be staying constant or even

increasing.

2. Knowledge gained during te 1973 oil embargo showed that the

number of hours lost is a much more meaningful figure than number

of people laid off.



3. The U.S. ad no comparable coal strike experience to use as

a benchmark except for the,1972 coal strike in England and

Western coal had not been a major factor in previous strikes.

4. The computer model cannot accomodate to the measures taken by

operating managers to avert lay-offs,including decisions to

retain a labor force beyond the profitable point to minimize

the impact on a local economy.

We would have to conclude, therefore, that the key is not in

discounting the use of cmputer models but rather in critically

examining the output in terms of the validity of the assumptions and

variables that were used as input data.

Assessment of the Administration's
use of the unemployment estimates

The Administration's dilemma as to which of several unemployment

scenarios to promote was solved by assuming the "worst" case of a possible

3.5 million unemployed workers in the ECAR region by mid-April 1978. Its

position was supported by the statement "...in the final nalysis the

public was best served by that strategy."

We have to take exception to that conclusion for several reasons.

1. There was no obvious logical support for the "worst" case

scenario. It was at complete variance to all indicators that

employment was being affected only minimally by the strike, coal deliveries

were continually risirg,andd consulmption as continually decreasing

through February and March.

16



2. CEA's assessing a high probability of coal deliveries dropping

back to 300,000 tons per week and violence closing down all

non-ur . nines does not seem supportable in view of the conditions

that had existed for 4-5 weeks prior to the assessment.

3. It appears to us that the public is best served, arid the

credibility of the government enhanced, if the facts as they

are known are spelled out as carly as possible. The

Administration had a range o possible consequences, it had

trend data, and firm survey statistics on what the economic

conditions were. We see nothing to stop Federal planning for the

"worst" case situation and it should do that if there is a

reasonable probability it is likely to occur.

17



CONTINGENCY PLANNING

We believe that in encouraging "more aggressive and coordinated

contingency planning between States and the utility industry" DOE needs

to expand on its role as a moderator, working through both the National

Governor's Conference and the utility industry's reliability councils.

Problem and need identification is probably the area of most significance

and once this identification is made, proposed solutions can be discussed

with State and industry representatives. If the proposed solutions

require technical or financial support, then DOE hould arrange to

provide if the States cannot.

From its national perspective, DOE is in a positioL, to identify

needs much better than each individual State. With its recently acquired

authority under the Natonal Energy Act, DOE can develop additional inter-

state data, such as continbeaicy plans for utilities in the interstate

bulk power market. Such data will reflect potential problems for States

served by these utilities. These problems can then be discussed in terms

of needs that are common to both States and industry.

Some State agencies will need outside funding to adequately conduct

emergency planning and DOE will now have access tod some funds for this

purpose under terms of the Act.

18



In addition to monetary and technical support, however, DOE has a

role to play as a catalyst in bringing States and industry together to

discuss mutual problems and seek satisfactory answers. In our

discussions with electric utility companies serving interstate markets,

we found that they are aware of the problems caused by the lack of

regional coordination and planning. One of DOE's priorities in this

area, then, is to help the States recognize the need to participate

in multi-state emergency planning.

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM

We have been informed by EIA that the Program Plan for the Energy

Emergency Management Information System has been completed and hearings

were held on November 16, 1978. The staff has been expanded to include

three staff members in addition to the Director and secretary. We

have been told, however, that the additional staff are on detail from

other DnE locations and we do not know if this assignment is permanent

or not.

STAFFING

Our audit efforts were concentrated in the short term emergency

planning area of DOE. Therefore, our comments will be limited to that

aspect of emergency preparedness. We did not find an overstaffing of

positions in this area, but rather questioned the lack of staff assigned

when measured against the tasks to be done. Throiughout most of the p.st

sumier, for example, one individual carried most of the responsibility

for emergency preparedness planning for the 1978-79 winter. This

19



included revising the Planning Guide and arranging for numerous

contracts dealing with various aspects of the Guide. The individual

was assisted by contractor personnel, however, nd in August was finally

provided additional agency staff. The lack of staff support from within

the agency and the reliance on contractor support with minimal ability

to monitor their activities incurs the risk of the results being

non-productive as mentioned before.

There has been some reorganization of the short term emergency

planning office with a divisicn of responsibilities. We do not know

how this reorganization will affect DOE's ability to respond to

emergency conditions.
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APPENDIX III

JUL 2 ? 173 

The oucrable Charlee L. Schultz
Cr iran, Council of Ecooic 

i

Advisors

Dear r. Schultz:

Tne t!.S. Geral AccolmtigS Office (CAO) is revie.ing cntinEency

planning efforts and actions ta1en by Governmcnt aE~cies and industry

to avert or alleviate 5ere shortages. This vorl is being done by

our Eoeg' and }inerals Division at the request of Hr. John Dingell ,

Cairu-an, Subco-ittee on Eoerty a.nd Pover, souse Comnlttee on

Interstate and Foreign Co-=erce. In him letter to GAO the Chairran

specifically asked us to evaluate the est4i-te of ure=ploymet due to

last winter's coal strike which was developed by tce Administration

and releasei to the public in early )arch 1978.

Wc have discussed the circurstances surrounding the formulation

of this uncployremt estL/ate with staff at each of tl e agencies

i'volved-the Deartint of oergy (D3E), the Burca' of labor

Statistics (BLS), and the Council of Econonic Advisors (CEA). Ve

have also obtained. soce data and Jocucntation fro= DOE and BLS

pertaining to this esti~te. Eovever, to present as co.plete a

picture -as possible to the Subcomittee Chairman, we need the

follci4rg docuwtation from CA.,

-A description of the computer model developed by CEA to

xeasure the une'ployent inpact of the coal strike

iSclujin$ (1) assumptions used, (2) variables used, and

(3) any liitations of the wodel.

_-:1_.orazdG from CEA to the I'hite Rouse and/or DOE

conccrning the computer odel output on unt.:p3oyment

estirates and any coets, suEestions, or'recozcndatiras

by CEA as to which estimate to use for policy decisione.

The Cbhtrman has requested that we sub-it our report by Sept -- er

1978. Therefore, if we are to consider the above informtion In

finalizing our report, we must have it by August 4, 1978.



If you have any qun'stion or -ould like to disc~w ts atter

further, plc -ie contect clthcrX Cernld rlsicn or Clifford Cardcr of

the EnerCy ad )mcrals Dvision at 275-3551.

SScerely yours.

.- a r.
e_.s '

cary Escewcge
D ector

(aELS;KVmyl7/27178)

bc: r. Canfield, EMD
])r. Peach, ES
Mr. Xelley, D
Hr. Els'ken, ED



/ EPPDENDIX IV

X: PI~) UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20548

B-140339
OFFICE OF GFNERAL OUNSM AUG -1 1978AUG 1 1978

Hararet Hlc:enna, quire
Deputy Counsel to the President.

Dear s. Acitenna:

Rocently, G3 aujitors .'ade two requests for hite louse
records they need in oreor to parior. thir wors. One request
(.See :;CLSURA I) was for ;naterials related to the selection
of apFointees to the U.S. 4etric board. he other reouest
(See :C.LCSURaZ I) was for .aterin13 related to the Anin-
i-trations esti..ate of unaeploy,.nt resulting rom last
winter's coal strike. The i;AC wrk in these areas is oeinr
per.orced pursuant to requests from an inJivi;ual Congressman
and a iijoue Co;..ittee respectively. In response to the GAC
recuests for access to .Shite iouse records, you a3:e for a
letter fro .. my otfice cetting out CA's legal authiority for
such aCCess.

GAO's right to access to the re:ords in question ste.ms
from 31 U.S.C. 554, which provioes in parts

All depert..tnts and ecta-lish:onts
shall furnih to te Co::troller csneral
such norm.ation regarOjiin the owers,
duties, activities, organization, inan-
cial traractions, nd .petnooa of D:sine=s
of their respective officas as he ay
fron. tire to time rcruir o thez ani
the Ccz.troller eneral, or any ot ni-
assistants or e.clcyes, 't.en duly autnor-
ized y ni;.x, shall, for the purpcrze ot
securin- such inLor.atiorn, live 2ccesz
to anu the ri:tt to oextninc any DOOo3..
dccu:,cnts, parers, or rccor's of any
suci e.a t.z6nt or esta:li:nr..-ernt. ' ' 

,£he tra -de,.rt:ients and establish..r. ents ~ is eftnce'
at 31 U;..C. 52 as irclucin) any executive e,.art:.!ent,
a ^ * ofLice, aency, or othez establir.r:-.er.t ct the Govern-
ment. 'ilis deinition clearly nclues i.ite hoube otices.

.te ruested iniorration is essential to t work of
GAO auditors. ;lith regard to the intortation related to the
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B-130449

appointment of the U.S. laetric Board, it is not our purpose to
review the reconmmendations ado y ~White ouse advisors to the
President, but only to assure that statutory requirements con-
cerning such appointments have been followed.

I hope that this letter resolves any questions you may
have had regarding this matter, and that the requested records
will be ade available without too much further delay. If you
have any other questions, please give me a call.

Very truly yours,

Paul G. Dembling

Paul G. Dembling
General Counsel

Enclosures - 2

-2-



APPENDIX V

'1 HE H'IITE OUSE

\'WA S IN G1 ON

Septci;.ber 14, 1978

Dear :r. Dcibling:

Thank you for your August 11 letter concerning GAO's

two requests for access to White House records.

I apologize for the delay in responding.

I requested the Justice Department 
to analyze the

jurisdictional questions involved. 
They have

prepared a memorandum and I have enclosed it 
for

your information.

rWhile we do not believe that GAO has 
the authority

to obtain the information sought, officials 
of CEA

have agreed on a voluntary basis to provide infor-

mation concerning last winter's coal 
strike.

If there is any other information we can provide,

please feel free tc cont% me.

Aargare . Mc nn

Deputy 0 bunsel to te President

Mr. Paul G. Dembling

General Counsel
U. S. General Accounting Office

%Washington, D. C. 20548

Enclosure



rp:'-mr)mrn r 1 '1 ,"h
rling1nn, 2P. 2S3S 3_ i- . iS

W.DRA..DI. .!. }YR 1fnii- )3DD./,ABLE O!BEi:RT J. LIPSHUTZ
Counsel to the Pre(sident

Re: Right of General Accounting Office
to Obtain Infor-at:ion

I am responding to -is. };cKelna's emorandum of July 27,
1978, asking for our advice with respect to two requests for
information, each dated July 27, 1978, received from an ofLi-
cial in the General Accounting Office (GAO). One, addressed
to Ms. E}cKenna, relates to appointments to the United States
Metric Board; the other, addressed to the Chairman of the
Council of Economic Advisers (CEA), relates to data and memo-
randa connected ith last winter's coal strike. We'note that
the requests were not signed by the Comptroller General but
by a subordinate CAO0 official.

We conclude that the Comptroller General lacks authority
to obtain the information sought.

I.

The request addressed to the Chairman of the CA states
that it is made in connection ith an evaluation of the Admin-
istration's estimate of unemployment due to last winter's coal
strike, which evaluation is being conducted by the GAO at the
request of the Subcomittee on Energy and Power of the House
Conittee on Interstate ad Foreign Conmerce. The GAO asks
specifically for the following data:

A description of the computer model developed by
CEA to measure the unemployment impact of the
-coal strike including (1) assumption's used,
(2) variables used, and (3) any limitations of
the model.



'; ::cr.-da fr C to I le hite liouse and/or
)DE c':nce-min2g the Co:'Pute.L cJodel o11tput on

u:n;-,- v;..:.'t CeStiLn. Cts lnd any zc neIts, sug-
Gest ins, or recom;, icndations by CA as to
%.;wich cst.;:-~,te to use for r-olicy decisions.

The requctst thus has three elements: A computer model,r,2,:nDrnda to the White ouse, and nemoranda from CEA to theDepart-ent of Energy. We have been informed by the C thatthe computer r=odel was developed for the following purposes:Advice to the President and preparation of an affidavit bythe Chair-en of the CA to be used in connection ith the
Taft-rtley proceedings during last winter's coal strike.We also have been advised that the memoranda from CEA to the
White House and from CEA to the Secretary of Energy also dealtwith the preparation of the computer model and ith advice tothe President.

Our analysis proceeds from what we believe are now wellaccepted basic premises. First, the Comptroller General isan officer of the Legislative Branch. He has long been soviewed by Congress and by the Executive Branch. See, e.g.,
1977-78 U.S. Gove rnment mlanual. 51; Corwin, Tenure of Officeand the Removal Power, 27 Colum. L. Rev. 354, 396 (1927);
Willoughby, The Legal Status and Functions of the GeneralAccounting Office, 12-16 (1927). See also Reorganization Actof 1949, 63 Stat:. 205; Reorganization Act of 1945 , 59 Stat.616. His functions derive from and must be based upon theperformance of appropriate congressional functions. Second,confidential Executive Branch comnunications are presumptively
privileged. See U.S. v. Nixon, 418 US. 683 (1974); Nixon v.'G.S.A., 433 US. 425 (1977). We think it clear that this. privilege, in order to be meaningful, must extend beyond thePresident personally to those who serve under and advise h'im.Thus, confidential communications between close Presidentialadvisers also fall within the "presumptive privilege" identi-
fied by. the Supreme Court. See U.S. v. Nixon, 418 U.S. at 682("A President and those who assist him must be free to explorealternatives in the process of shaping policies and makingdecisions * * * *"); Nixon v. Administrator, 97 S. Ct. at 2792n. 10 (acnamowledging the "legitimate governmental interest in
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.he c T.:f identiality of cormunictioons between high government
o fic-i s, S.g., those who advise the President"); Nixon v.
CS;::son, 389 F. Supp. 107, 150 n. 112 (D.D.C. 1975).

This conclusion is based on liho same practical considera-
tions that led the Supreme Court in Gravel v. U.S.,24oo u. c.
606, 617 (1972), to conclude that a Senator's legislative aide
is entitled to the protections afforded by the Speech and
Debate Clause.

Third, we think it must also be acknowledged that, unlike
the privilege governing sensitive military, diplomatic, and
foreign affairs matters the presumptive privilege for confi-
dential z-ormnicationr is not absolute. Congress has well
recognized and appropriate constitutional functions which it
appropriately must carry out, and where collisions occur

·between those appropriate congressional functions and the
Executive Branch's need to preserve confidentiality a careful
weighing of the respective interests must be undertaken. See
Nixeon v. G.S.A., supra; U.S. v. A.T. & T. Co., 567 F. 2d 121
(D.C. Cir. 1977), Senate Select Committee on Presidential
Camaign Activities v. Nixon, 498 F. 2d 725 (D.C. Cir. 1974).
As stated in the most recent decision by the D.C. Circuit
Court of Appeals, %+were genuine and substantial competing
interests are raised there is "an implicit constitutional
,an6ate to seek optiminal accommodations through a realistic
evaluation of the needs of the conflictiI.g branches in the
particular fact situation." U.S.; v. A.T. & T. Co., 567 F. 2d
at 127.

With these basic considerations in mind the Comptroller
General's subordinate's request can be analyzed. First, it
would appear that the three sorts of documents requested fall
within the presumptive constitutional privilege and, therefore,
a decision not to disclose the requested documents might be
properly based on the determination that disclosure here would
interfere with necessary relationships o confidentiality.
For the reasons stated above, we think that the decision not
to disclose could extend not only to the direct communications
between the Chairman of CEA and the President but also to the
coimmunications between the Chairman and Secretary Schlesinger
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c:.d to the comput:Cr worit-up done in order to assist the

C:airi.:.n in povidnlg dvice to the President.

]Eoore filnally arriving at that conclusion, however, we

think attention should be given 
to the Comptroller General's

svkbordinate's reasons for seeking 
the material and the authority

upon which that request is based.

In response to an inquiry from 1}argaret gc}Kenna, the

eC-neral Ccunsel to the Greneral Accounting Office stated 
in a

letter dated August 11, 1978 that GAO's "right to access 
to

the records in qucstion stems from 31 U.S.C. § 54. This

statute, which is CO's basic provision 
with respect to its

authority to seek documents derives 
from § 313 of the Budget

and Accounting Act of 1921, 42 Stat. 
26, and reads as follows:

§ 313. All departments and establishments

shall furnish to the Comptroller General 
such

information regarding the powers, duties, 
activi-

ties, organization, financial transactions, 
and

methods of business of their respective 
offices as

he ray from -time to time require of 
them; and the

Comptroller General, or any of his assistants 
or

employees, when duly authorized by him, shall,

for the purpose of securing such information,

have access to and the right to examine 
any

books, documents, papers, or records 
of any such

department or establishment. The authority con-

tained in this section shall not be 
applicable

to expenditures made under the provisions 
of

section 291 of the Revised Statutes 
131 U.S.C.

§ 107]. 

As a matter of normal statutory 
construction we seriously

doubt w-hether this provision provides 
a foundation for the

request made in this instance. By its terms, § 313 directs

"all departments and establishments" 
*/ to comply with

*/ In view of the broad definition of 
the term "departments

and establishments" in section 2 of 
the Budget and Accounting

Act (31 U3.S.C. § 2), we assume drguendo that the term includes

the Executive office of the president, in which-tie CEA is

located,and the White House Office.
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rc-cuests from :,he C* ?,troller General for information concern-
imng the "poecrs :tis, activit-ies, organization, financial
tlrns.:ctiocs ;nd ;;,h.!,c, s of rbusine;ss of the respective offices."
Since the infov.l'tion in quc:stion here plainly does not relate
to the powers, duties, orginizat ion, financial transactions
and --',thDds of business of the CA, this provision can only
apply if the term "activities" is given its very broadest

The very breadth of that term suggests the application of
the ejusdem generis rule of statutory construction to ascertain
its true import. Since the other terms of the section refer
to organizational and fiscal matters we can properly regard
the word "activities" as relating to activities of that
nature. That view is supported by the fact that § 313 was
enacted at a time when the Comptroller General's functions were
*limited to those areas. Since the information sought here
does not relate to fiscal or organizational matters,. we
seriously question whether the request can be based-directly
on § 313.

Although the most recent letter from the General Counsel
O' CAO does not explicitly so state, the Comptroller General
himself has heretofore taken 'the position that § 313 does not
constitute an independent source of investigatory power. In-
stead, that section has been cited as an aid in carrying out
powers and responsibilities lsewhere conferred on the Comp-
troller General. In other worL' , if some statute directs the
Comptroller General to investigate, review or evaluate, § 313
has the function of enabling him to obtain that information
from the Executive Branch. In the words of Comptroller Gen-.
eral Staats, § 313 is of a "supportive" nature.*/

While we have not been directed by the General Counsel
to any other applicable provision, § 204(a) of the Legislative
Reorganization Act of 1970, as amended, is the only statute

*i/ Memorandum submitted by the Comptroller General in Defense
Froduction Act Amendments, Hearings before the Subcommittee
on Production and Stabilization of the Committee on Banking,
Housing and Urban Affairs, U.S. Senate, 92d Cong.,, 2d Sess. on
S. 669 and 1901, pp. 51, 53. See also in this connection Morgan,
The General Accounting Office, 51 North Carolina Law Review
1279, 1352-1353 (1973).
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of which we are a:are which could serve as a basis for thisrcuc'est. That section directs the Comptroller Gecneral "toreview and evaluate the results of gover-nment programs andactivities carried on under existing laws." 88 Stat. 326.1lhen this section w; s originally enacted in 1970 it 'waslimited to fiscal and budge-t-Ar matters. .. H.; Rept.-91-1215, __p. 80. While certain amendments in 1974 made only minorchianes in the wording of § 2 0 4(a), the relevant conferencereport discloses a cngressional purpose to epand the scopeof this section so as to enable Congress to utilize thefacilities of C40 in connection with its legislative over-sight functions. */
-'/ The pertinent portion of the Conference Report on the Con-gressional budget Act of 1974, S. Rept. 93-924, p. 72, reads:SECTION 702. REVIEW AD EVALUATION BY COMPITROLLER GENERALThe Senate amendment expanded the review andevaluation functions and duties of the ComtrollerGeneral, including assistance to committees andlermbers.

The colnference substitute is a revision of theSenate provision. It amends section 204 of the 1970Legislative Re'organization Act to expand GAO assist-ance to Congress. As amended, section 2 0 4(a) providesthat the Comptroller General shall evaluate Governmentprograms at his own initiative, when ordered by eitherHouse, or at the request of a congressinal committee.Section 204(b) provides that upon request, the Comp-troller General shall assist committees iii developingstatements of legislative objectives an6 methods forassessing program performance. The managers consideroversight of executive performance to e among theprincipal functions of congressional committees andthey recognize that the usefulness of program evalia-tion can be enhanced by the clear expression of legislative objectives and the employment of modern analyticmethods. The managers further believe that statementsof intent can be most appropriately deieloped by thecomnittee of jurisdiction. Members must be provided uponrequest with all related information after its releaseby the committee for which it was compiled.
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The request for infornmation ccncerning the computer model

..:y co:Je ithin the scope of § 204(a) if it can fairly e said

to relate to some legislative oversight of the manner in which

progra:-s and activities of the CEEA are carried on under exist-

ing law. The only substantive piece of legislation involved

in the Chairman's activities here was the preparation of an

affidavit Under the Taft-Hartley Act. It should first be

noted that this activity is not among the statutory functions

imposed on CA under § 4(c) of the Employment Act 'of 1946. 15

U.S.C. § 1023(c). To the contrary, when the Chair-man of CEA

prepared and executed the affidavit he was not administering

a program subject t legislative oversight but was acting in

his capacity as an aidviser and assistant to the President.

Assuming arguenio that the preparation and execution of

a Taft-Eartley affidavit by the Chairma"n of the CEA might come

with'in' the scope of § 204(a) in connection with the exercise

of legislative oversight of the manner in which the Taft-

Hartley Act is administered, the fact is that it appears from

the request that the House Subcommittee on Energy and Power

is not engaged in legislative oversight with respect to Taft-

Hartley and. does not appear to have jurisdiction over that

program or activity. Hence, § 204(a) would not appear to con-

stitute an authority for the review and evaluation by the

Comptroller General of the manner in which the Taft-Hartley

Act is administered.

We presume, although it is not entirely clear, that it

might be claimed that this investigation is addressed to the

more general question whether there is in existence adequate

legislation to avert energy shortage crises in the future. */

If this is GAO's interest it is n-t clear to us how the in-

formation requested should prove relevant to that inquiry. 'We

believe that in order to make the k:.'nd of "accommodation" sug-

gested by the' District of Columbia Circuit Court of Appeals

you would want to know a good deal more about the reasons why

this particular information is being requested. Ordinarily,

the examination of a single historical incident would not serve

as a very useful aid in evaluating the need for legislation.

Moreover, to the extent that the examination of a particular

*7 There is a suggestion to this effect in the letter to Chair-

man Schultze dated July 27, 1978.
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cpisode is deemed important we would think that the relevant
fact:al details could be gathered without requiring the dis-

closure of this kind of confidential information.

In suinary, it would appear to us that there i47 a sub-

stantial basis upon which a decision might be made not to

share this information with the Comptroller General's staff.

From the information given us by GAO we cannot readily as-
certain the authority underlying the request. N6 can we
assess the relevance or importance of the ilformation sought.

We suspect, however, that a ore detailed factual inquiry
would likely demonstrate that the interest in preserving the
confidentiality of Executive Branch conunications would
exceed the interest GAO might identify in suppnrt of this
recquest. . ....




